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Proposal (250 words): 
Introduction: There are a variety of robotic applications where robots must operate close to humans, such as 
collaborative robots in industries, assistive robots, and exoskeletons. We want to make these robots safer and 
faster so that these robots can be of true added value to humans.  
 
Hypothesis and Objectives: The goal of this project is to enhance human-robot interaction by advancing state-
of-the-art control design, optimization, cognition and learning techniques, and mechanical structures.  We 
envision that future robots also can understand their surrounding environment and adapt their behaviors to the 
predicted consequences of their own behavior and those of others, thereby making human-robot collaboration 
safer and faster. 
 
Setting and Methods: The team involved has a strong track record in artificial intelligence and robotics, with 
several completed Ph.D. projects. The new Ph.D. student will be embedded in laboratories of the Brightlands 
Robotics Initiative of the Department of Advanced Computing Sciences. The laboratories are well-equipped with 
state-of-the-art technologies. The department is internationally recognized and has received many awards. 
 
Impact: Robots and computer systems that can understand themselves and are aware of their environment and 
those humans they interact with will lead to a new generation of fault-tolerant, adaptive, cognitive machines 
that can operate under various unforeseen conditions and adapt to the needs of their human operators. The 
developed techniques will allow for advanced human-robot interaction and improve the self-diagnostic 
capabilities of machines, thus allowing for safety improvements. Therefore, we expect a significant impact on 
both science and society. 
 
Requirements candidate: Highly motivated student with good English communication skills and a proactive and 
persistent attitude. Background (at the level of M.Sc.) in engineering, computer science, or physics. Excellent 
programming skills. Good knowledge of control, optimization, and robotics.  
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